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Abstract 
Asteroid impacts pose a major threat to humanity. The age of the dinosaur was abruptly ended by 
a 10-km-diameter asteroid. Currently, a nuclear device is the only means of deflecting large 
potentially hazardous asteroids (PHAs) away from an Earth-impacting trajectory. The enhanced 
kinetic impactor (EKI) scheme is proposed to deflect large-scale PHAs via maneuvering space 
rocks. First, an unmanned spacecraft is launched to rendezvous with a near-Earth asteroid (NEA) 
that passes close to the target PHA. Then, hundreds of tons of rocks are collected from the NEA 
as an enhanced impactor. The NEA can also be captured as an enhanced impactor if the NEA is 
very small. Finally, the enhanced impactor is maneuvered to impact the PHA at a high speed, 
resulting in a significant deflection of the PHA. For example, to deflect Apophis, as much as 200 
t of rocks could be collected from an NEA as an enhanced impactor based on existing engineering 
capabilities. The EKI could produce a delta-v (∆v) of 39.3 mm/s in Apophis, thereby increasing 
the minimum geocentric distance during the close encounter in 2029 by 1,795.2 km. This mission 
could be completed in 3.9 years, with a fuel cost of 3.8 t. The momentum transferred to the PHA 
by the EKI is two orders of magnitude higher than that of the classic kinetic impact strategy, and 
the defense time could be significantly shortened at the same time. With the existing engineering 
capabilities, the EKI concept can be used to effectively deflect large-scale PHAs. We anticipate 
that our research will be a starting point for efficient planetary defense against large-scale PHAs.  
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Introduction 
The vast majority of known asteroids orbit within the main asteroid belt located between the orbits 
of Mars and Jupiter, although some asteroids pass in proximity to Earth, thereby threatening 
humanity. Approximately 65.5 million years ago, an asteroid approximately 10 km in diameter 
impacted Chicxulub, Mexico1, and caused catastrophic environmental effects such as extended 
darkness, global cooling, and acid rain2. The Tunguska explosion in 1908, resulting from an 
asteroid with a diameter of approximately 60 m, devastated 2000 km2 of Siberian Forest3. In the 
Chelyabinsk event in 2013, an asteroid approximately 20 m in diameter exploded at an altitude of 
approximately 25 km, resulting in over 1,500 people requiring medical attention4.  
Planetary defense strategies can be divided into fast and slow defense technology. The 2010 
report5 of the American Academy of Sciences summarizes the general range of different deflection 
strategies with respect to mission time and target size. Passive methods such as ground-based civil 
defense are the most effective methods to defend against small-scale impact events. For potentially 
hazardous asteroids (PHAs) with short warning times or large masses, nuclear explosion is the 
only feasible option6-8. However, nuclear explosions may cause controversy. Gravitational tractor 
is insensitive to the structure, surface properties and rotation state of the asteroid9; however, it 
requires a long warning time, and the particles on the asteroid's surface may be attracted to the 
spacecraft, which poses a threat to the spacecraft. The ARM (Asteroid Redirect Mission) proposed 
by NASA in 2013 studied the feasibility of using a gravitational tractor to maneuver small 
asteroids10-12, but this strategy does not apply to large-scale asteroids. 
Regardless of fragmentation risks, a kinetic impactor remains a promising strategy for asteroid 
deflection13. In 2005, the Deep Impact mission released an impactor weighing 372 kg to collide 
with a comet named Tempel 1 at a velocity of 10.2 km/s14. This impact generated a predicted 
0.0001 mm/s velocity change in the comet's orbital motion and decreased its perihelion distance 
by 10 meters. DART (Double Asteroid Redirection Test) will be implemented in October 2022, 
with a 555 kg spacecraft hitting Didymos' moon at a relative velocity of 6.65 km/s, generating a 
velocity change of 0.8-2 mm/s (depending on the beta factor). The DART mission will be the first 
demonstration of a kinetic impactor and will provide useful data for the technique13. HAMMER 
(Hypervelocity Asteroid Mitigation Mission for Emergency Response) is designed to produce a 
spacecraft concept capable of intercepting a near-Earth asteroid (NEA), functioning as either a 
kinetic impactor or a nuclear energy device delivery system15. The magnitude of the impactor's 
momentum is the main factor determining the efficiency of kinetic impact. Due to the limited 
weight of the artificial impactor, the classic kinetic impact strategy still cannot effectively defend 
against large-scale PHAs. 
An enhanced kinetic impact (EKI) strategy is proposed to deflect large-scale PHAs via 
maneuvering rocks in space. The EKI concept is described in four key stages as follows, and its 
schematic diagram is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the enhanced kinetic impactor (EKI). Four key stages are partially magnified in 
yellow circles: Launch, Rendezvous with NEA & Collect Rocks, Maneuver, and Impact PHA. The details of the 
NEA, PHA and spacecraft are magnified in gray circles. The gray and red dotted lines indicate the original orbits 
of the NEA and PHA, respectively. Solid lines of different colors represent transfer orbits at different stages. 
1）Launch. An existing heavy launch vehicle, e.g., Long March 5, is used to launch an 
unmanned spacecraft from Earth. 
2）Rendezvous with NEA & Collect Rocks. This stage refers to the ARM concept12. The 
unmanned spacecraft rendezvouses with an NEA that passes close (minimum distance of less than 
0.1 AU) to the target PHA. It costs less fuel to make an orbital intersection between a close NEA 
and the PHA than between a more distant NEA and the PHA. To determine the rendezvous target 
NEAs, a comprehensive assessment of the rendezvous cost and the deflection effect is performed. 
Hundreds of tons of rocks are collected from the NEA as an enhanced impactor. An NEA can also 
be captured as an enhanced impactor if the NEA is very small. In theory, the number of asteroids 
10 meters in diameter is as high as 100 million16, which provides many candidates to be captured 
as enhanced impactors. However, due to the limited observation capability, the number of 
observed NEAs less than 10 m in diameter is approximately 50017. In reality, most NEAs are 
composed of millimeters to tens of meters of gravel particles polymerized under the force of 
gravity18,19, so even if it is impossible to capture the NEA, we can collect hundreds of tons of rocks 
from the NEA as the enhanced impactor. 
3）Maneuver. After the rocks are assembled into the enhanced kinetic impactor (EKI), the 
electric propulsion system begins to maneuver the enhanced impactor away from the original orbit 
toward the PHA. 
4）Impact PHA. The EKI is maneuvered to impact the PHA at a high speed. After impact, 
the PHA will be farther away from Earth during the next resonate return. In this paper, the 
deflection effect is evaluated by the change in the minimum geocentric distance. 
The EKI scheme has the following main characteristics: 1) by using space rocks as the 
enhanced impactor, we can increase the mass of impactor significantly and overcome the 
shortcoming of the classic kinetic impact strategy, that cannot effectively deflect large-scale PHAs; 
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2) by rendezvousing with an NEA passing close to the PHA, we can achieve the goal by using 
relatively little fuel to maneuver hundreds of tons of impactor to impact the target PHA; and 3) by 
collecting rocks from NEAs in addition to capturing small NEAs, we can expand the selection 
range of candidate NEAs. 
 
Results 
Apophis is considered to be one of the most hazardous PHAs. Its minimum geocentric distance 
will be 0.00025 AU in 202920. Although the chance of an impact is currently predicted to be quite 
low, the case of Apophis is interesting to test defense techniques. To demonstrate the power of the 
EKI scheme, this paper takes Apophis as an example. We designed a deflection mission and 
analyzed the deflection effect for Apophis. The results of the design are shown in Table 1. 
The total flight time is 3.9 years. According to the launch capacity of Long March 5, the 
spacecraft has a total mass of 8 tons with a fuel mass of 4 tons. The spacecraft is equipped with a 
solar electric propulsion (SEP) system, similar to the ARM. The specific impulse of the SEP is 
3,000 s, and the maximum thrust is 1.5 N. First, the spacecraft escapes the Earth's sphere of 
influence (SOI) on 2021-10-17 (UTC). After 800 days, it rendezvouses with asteroid 2017 HF on 
2023-12-26 (UTC). Then, the spacecraft works around the asteroid 2017 HF and collects 200 t of 
rocks as the enhanced impactor. Finally, the 200 t of rock are maneuvered to intercept Apophis 
starting on 2024-9-8 (UTC). After 380 days, the enhanced impactor composed of 200 t of rocks 
impacts Apophis on 2025-9-23(UTC) with a relative velocity of 12 km/s. Assuming Apophis 
weighs 6.1x1010 kg and Beta=1, Apophis experiences a ∆v of 39.3 mm/s, which is transferred by 
the enhanced impactor. The minimum geocentric distance during the close encounter in 2029 
changes from 0.000253 AU to 0.000265 AU, an increase of 1,795.2 km.  
The mission costs 3.8 t of fuel and has a 0.2 t redundancy. If a future heavy rocket is 
considered, a more powerful maneuvering capability could be achieved. 
Table 1. Results of mission design 
Target NEA 2017 HF 
Mass of Spacecraft 8 t 
Specific Impulse of SEP 3,000 s 
Max Thrust of SEP 1.5 N 
Earth Escape Date Oct. 17, 2021 
C3 0 km2/s2 
“Earth-2017 HF” Flight time 800 days 
“Earth-2017 HF” Fuel Cost 2.5 t 
Asteroid Arrival Date Dec. 26, 2023 
Rendezvous & Assembling Time 257 days 
Asteroid Escape Date Sep. 8, 2024 
“2017 HF-Apophis” Flight Time 380 days 
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“2017 HF-Apophis” Fuel Cost 1.3 t 
Impact Date Sep. 23, 2025 
Mass of Impactor 200 t 
Impact Relative Velocity 12 km/s 
∆v of Apophis 39.3 mm/s 
∆ Perigee of Apophis in 2029 +1,795.2 km 
After propagation in the high-precision dynamical model, Figure 2 shows a comparison of the 
deflected orbit with the original orbit, where the ordinate indicates the distance between Apophis 
and Earth, and the difference between the red and blue lines at the lowest point indicates the 
deflection effect. The simulation results show that after the deflection, the Apophis' minimum 
geocentric distance in 2029 increases from 0.000253 AU to 0.000265 AU, an increase of 1,795.2 
km. Compared with the deflection effect of the classic kinetic impact strategy, the transferred 
momentum in the EKI scheme is two orders of magnitude greater, the minimum geocentric 
distance is two orders of magnitude greater, and the defense time is shortened significantly. 
 
Figure 2. Distance between Apophis and Earth. The blue dotted line indicates the geocentric distance before 
Apophis is impacted. The red solid line indicates the geocentric distance after Apophis is impacted. The black 
dot on the left indicates the point at which Apophis is impacted by the enhanced impactor. The black dot on the 
right shows the details of the change in Apophis' minimum geocentric distance 
 
Discussion 
Efficiency of the Enhanced Kinetic Impactor 
At present, most studies21,26,27 have used the approximate deflection distance formula[21] to 
evaluate the kinetic impact efficiency: 
                                                               (1) 
where indicates the lead time and ∆v indicates the asteroid velocity change caused by the 
impactor. If we use this formula to calculate the deflection distance for the Apophis example in 
L3x t v =  
Lt
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this article ( ), the maximum theoretical deflection distance achieved is 
13243 km (2.08 Earth radii). The difference between this value and the propagation value is caused 
by , which is called the impact geometry23. This term means that the impact direction 
affects the efficiency of the impact. 
Compared to the classical kinetic impactor scheme, the EKI concept can increase delta-v by 
2 orders of magnitude. Bernd Dachwald et al.26 proposed using retrograde orbit to deflect asteroids. 
The impact speed can be increased to approximately 75 km/s, which can cause a delta-v of 0.3 
mm/s. The change in perigee distance in 2029 is less than 100 km. Gong et al.27 proposed using 
the H-reversal orbit to deflect asteroids. The impact speed can further be increased to 
approximately 100 km/s. The change of perigee distance in 2029 can be increased to 133 km (using 
the same impactor as Bernd Dachwald’s example). 
Compared to classical kinetic impactors, the EKI concept can also reduce launch costs. 
During the exercise of the 2019 Planetary Defense Conference, a 13-ton impactor can be sent to 
space by using Falcon Heavy (FH) launches. If we use this impactor to deflect Apophis, assuming 
an impact speed of 12 km/s and a beta factor of 1, it will generate a delta-v of 2.56 mm/s. As 
mentioned in our article, the EKI can generate a delta-v of 39.3 mm/s, which is equivalent to 
approximately 15 classical impactors’ impact effect. 
 
Operational Feasibility of the Enhanced Kinetic Impactor 
This paper focuses on the feasibility of the EKI from the perspective of mission analysis. For the 
methods of landing, collection of rocks and launch from the asteroid's surface, we refer to the 
ARM, which has been fully studied in terms of these aspects. To illustrate the feasibility of 
capturing and maneuvering rocks, we provide a brief review of ARM-OptionB. 
a) Rendezvous. This stage builds on the heritage and lessons learned from operation of the 
NEAR-Shoemaker mission to the NEA (433) Eros39-41, the Hayabusa1/2 mission to 
Itokawa/Ryugu42-45, the OSIRIS-Rex mission to Bennu46,47, and the Rosetta mission to a 
comet48. Taking the OSIRIS-Rex mission as an example, the rendezvous stage mainly involves 
the following processes. Once the asteroid is just bright enough for detection by the onboard 
camera, the spacecraft will begin observing the asteroid46. During the approach process, the 
spacecraft needs to complete the following tasks: surveying the operational environment (a 
primary objective of the approach phase is to survey the asteroid operational environment for 
potential spacecraft hazards), characterizing the asteroid point-source properties, and 
developing a preliminary shape model. Finally, the spacecraft will generate a high-resolution 
global shape model (i.e., the OSIRIS-REx mission required a 75-cm resolution) and 
corresponding rotation state data. Once the shape model is complete, the official asteroid 
coordinate system will also be developed, which is needed for the coregistration of all data 
products46. 
b) Landing. Similar to the landing process studied by ARM, it is necessary to determine the 
L =1300 days, 39.3 mm/st v  =
( )sc astV v
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gravitational field, shape and expected landing location during several flybys before landing. 
This process takes approximately 6 weeks. The following figure shows one of the design 
results of ARM-OptionB. The design includes 2 capture arms and 3 contact arms. The 2 capture 
arms are used to fix the spacecraft to the rock, and the 3 contact arms are designed to absorb 
the momentum of the spacecraft using electrically driven linear actuators29. The actuators are 
selected from the Mars Exploration Rover (MER), and they can provide up to 3692 N (830 lbf) 
of force at a mass of 1.63 kg (3.60 lbs)32. This landing method can prevent regolith and dust 
from being disturbed and settling on the solar arrays, optics, and other sensitive equipment28. 
 
Figure 3 ARM robotic spacecraft (Image Credit: NASA/AMA, Inc.) 
c) Collection of materials. Based on the collected data on natural bodies greater than 100 m in 
size, such as natural moons and asteroids, asteroid surfaces feature an abundance of scattered 
rocks (boulders) and regolith37,38. After landing, 2 capture arms with microspine grippers with 
anchoring drills33 will then use hundreds of fishhook-like spines to opportunistically grab the 
surface features of the asteroid. Microspines were invented at Stanford University34 and can 
attach to both convex and concave asperities, such as pits, protrusions, and sloping rock faces35. 
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) conducted a large number of experiments on microspine 
grippers and studied their feasibility, as described in detail in the literature33. In terms of the 
capture capability, this capture system is scalable to larger boulders, with a boulder on the 
order of 10 meters in size required to provide approximately 1,000 metric tons of in situ mass31. 
   
Figure 4 Itokawa and bounders (Image Credit: JAXA) 
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Figure 5 Capture system during capture operations (Image Credit: NASA/AMA/JPL, Inc.) 
d) Launch from the asteroid’s surface. Once the rock is secured, the 3 contact arms will provide 
a mechanical push off that will separate the rock from the surface and provide an initial ascent 
without the use of thrusters to limit the amount of debris created. When the speed generated 
by the 3 contact arms is greater than the escape speed, the spacecraft can carry the boulder 
away from the asteroid. In the microgravity environment in the vicinity of an asteroid, hopping 
between boulders is not expensive in terms of fuel consumption. For example, it would take as 
little as approximately 0.28 m/s of Δv to escape the gravity well of asteroid 2008 EV5, which 
is approximately 205 m in radius, and hopping on the surface would require a far smaller Δv 
than that31. 
e) Maneuvering. As a precursor to the Keck Institute for Space Studies (KISS) study24, it was 
found that using a 40 kW SEP system operating four 3,000 s specific impulse Hall thrusters, 
an 1800 t asteroid could be returned to cis-lunar space within a ten-year mission span. This 
shows the feasibility of maneuvering hundreds of tons of rocks. 
 
Figure 6 Close-up of the Asteroid Redirect Mission vehicle departing the asteroid after capturing 
a boulder from its surface. (Image Credit: NASA) 
In summary, the processes of capturing and maneuvering rocks, which have been fully studied 
in the context of the ARM, are technically feasible. Our research in this essay mainly focuses on 
what we can do with the captured rocks based on the existing technology. For example, Tantardini 
Marco et al.4 proposed using captured rocks to form an enhanced gravity tract (EGT), which uses 
the collected rocks to augment the mass of a gravity tractor. In this essay, we propose the concept 
of an enhanced kinetic impactor (EKI), which uses the collected rocks to impact PHAs. The EKI 
represents a new concept of in situ utilization. This in situ utilization process of the native asteroid 
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has the obvious advantage of avoiding launch issues and introduces the possibility of processing 
asteroid material to extract propellants. 
 
Methods 
The first step of mission design is to determine a target NEA to rendezvous with. The preliminary 
analysis mainly highlights the maneuver energy of the enhanced impactor after the rendezvous of 
the spacecraft and the NEA. Target NEAs have been selected from the NEA database17. First, we 
selected all the NEAs that satisfied i <10º and e<0.3. Their closest distance to Apophis before 
2029 was calculated and sorted; then, we selected the NEAs with the closest distance of less than 
0.1 AU. By solving the Lambert problem, the optimal speed increment ∆v for transferring NEAs 
to Apophis was calculated. Finally, the NEAs with the lowest ∆v were selected as the candidate 
NEAs.  
Table 2 shows nine candidate target NEAs with ∆v values of less than 0.4 km/s. Calculations 
showed that asteroid 2017 HF requires the least ∆v. In this paper, we choose asteroid 2017 HF as 
the target NEA. 
Table 2. Candidate target NEA selection results 
Object 
Closest distance to 
Apophis (AU) 
Transfer date (UTC) ∆v (km/s) Transfer time (days) 
2017 HF 0.006254289 2024/9/11 0.02997 377.93 
2001 FM129 0.007345286 2025/3/13 0.04293 164.04 
Akhenaten 0.070363545 2025/2/18 0.12588 324.93 
2013 JL22 0.057750587 2023/3/1 0.12791 279.06 
2013 HT15 0.078251948 2020/8/2 0.23349 309.07 
2006 BE55 0.075461538 2026/8/28 0.24068 327.2 
2006 QQ23 0.115421018 2023/3/8 0.33288 275.87 
2005 YU55 0.109991199 2025/8/11 0.37073 210.01 
2005 EY95 0.099339538 2023/5/22 0.38849 241.97 
The meanings of the items in the table are as follows. Applying ∆v to the object on the transfer date is the optimal 
pulse transfer strategy, and an asteroid will impact Apophis at the end of the transfer time. The initial state is the 
position and velocity of 
the NEAs, and the end state is the position of Apophis. 
We plan to collect 200 t of rocks as an enhanced impactor from the asteroid 2017 HF and use 
an electric propulsion system to maneuver the space rocks. The collected rocks are assumed to 
have a spherical shape. The diameter of C-type (ρ = 1.38 g/cm2) rocks is 6.5 m, and the diameter 
of S-type (ρ = 2.71 g/cm2) rocks is 5.2 m. 
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The homotopy technique was used to design the fuel-optimized low-thrust transfer orbit. The 
optimal transfer trajectories are divided into three stages: “Earth-2017 HF”, “Assemble enhanced 
impactor” and “2017 HF-Apophis”. Figure 7 shows the results of the three stages of the trajectory 
optimization. The total mission time from launch to impact takes 3.9 years. 
 
Figure 7. Fuel-optimized low-thrust transfer orbit. Blue, gray and green dotted lines indicate the orbits of Earth, 
Apophis and 2017 HF. Red solid lines indicate optimal transfer trajectories. The four key stages mentioned in 
Figure 1 are noted in the figure. 
The mass of Apophis is expected to be 6.1x107 ton17, and the impact relative velocity of the 
enhanced impactor is (-9.27863, -7.52975, 0.79857) km/s. Here, we use the deflection effect 
assessment method described in reference [25] and assume that the incident momentum from the 
impactor is simply transferred to the Apophis without enhancement (beta equals 1). As a result, 
the ∆v of Apophis caused by the impact is (-3.042e-05, -2.469e-05, 2.618e-06) km/s, and the 
magnitude is 39.3 mm/s. The orbit elements of Apophis before and after the impact are shown in 
Table 3. 
Table 3. Orbit Elements of Apophis 
Epoch Before Impact After Impact 
Semimajor axis, a (AU) 0.922367 0.922368 
Eccentricity, e 0.191168 0.191167 
Inclination, i (°) 3.340991 3.340994 
Longitude of the ascending node, Ω (°) 203.899934 203.899929 
Argument of perihelion, ω (°) 126.676577 126.676609 
Mean anomaly, M (°) 247.158155 247.157979 
The orbit elements are in the Sun MeanEclpJ2000 coordinate system, and Before Impact and After Impact indicate 
the states before and after the impact date on 2025-9-23 00:00:00. 
We also found that not every candidate NEA could provide a beneficial enhanced impactor. Some 
enhanced impactors will make Apophis closer to Earth in 2029. Therefore, the target NEA should 
be carefully selected. If 200 t of rocks is collected from asteroid 2001 FM129, which is listed as 
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the second candidate target NEA, the mission will require 3.3 t of fuel, and the total mission time 
will be 5 years. The impact-induced ∆v of Apophis would be 70.3 mm/s. However, this impact 
will reduce Apophis' minimum geocentric distance in 2029, decreasing the distance from 0.000253 
AU to 0.000225 AU. This case would not only fail to increase the minimum geocentric distance 
but would also increase the threat of Apophis. Consequently, improper selection of an enhanced 
impactor can cause a PHA to be pass closer to the Earth. 
As previous work has shown, it is useful to calculate the achievable deflection distance 
produced by a kinetic impactor based on the B-plane concept23.  can be related to the minimum 
geocentric distance of Apophis, simply multiplying it by a focusing factor ( ). 
 
 
where the parameter  accounts for an imperfectly inelastic impact, 
 
is the semimajor axis of 
Apophis, 
 
is the magnitude of the heliocentric velocity of the Earth,  is the angle between the 
heliocentric velocity of the Earth and the relative velocity of the asteroid at the encounter, 
 
is 
the mass of the enhanced impactor, 
 
is the mass of Apophis, 
 
is the time between encounter 
and deflection, 
 
is the heliocentric velocity vector of Apophis at the time of deflection, is 
the velocity vector of the enhanced impactor (relative to ), and 
 
is Apophis’ approach speed 
to the Earth. 
The approximate solutions of the change of Apophis' minimum geocentric distance can be 
calculated by . Table 4 shows the comparison between the numerical and approximate 
solutions. 
Table 4. Numerical and analytical solutions 
Object 2017 HF 2001 FM129 
Numerical solutions +1,795.2 -4,188.7 
Approximate solutions +1,063.8 -4,020.5 
A positive  indicates that the deflection is beneficial. As shown in the equations, the 
positive and negative properties of  are determined by  and . By obtaining these 
two parameters, we can use the analytical solution to qualitatively estimate whether the enhanced 
impactor is beneficial. This method can feasibly be used to make a preliminary selection of targets. 
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